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RELIGIOUS EVOLUTION * 

ROBERT N. BELLAH 

Harvard University 

Evolution in the sphere of religion is traced on three levels. First and most central is the 
evolution of religious symbol systems which are described as moving from "compact" to 
"differentiated." In close conjunction with this evolution religious collectivities become more 
differentiated from other social structures and there is an increasing consciousness of the 
self as a religious subject. Five ideal typical stages of development are posited but it is 
recognized that these stages are not inevitable, that there is a wide variety of types within 
each stage, and that actual cases present many important features which cannot be neatly 
characterized in terms of any one stage. The close connection between religious evolution 
and other aspects of socio-cultural evolution is assumed but not explored. 

"Time in its aging course teaches all things." 
-Aeschylus: Prometheus Bound 

T H OUGH one can name precursors as far 
back as Herodotus, the systematically 
scientific study of religion begins only 

in the second half of the 19th century. Ac- 
cording to Chantepie de la Saussaye, the 
two preconditions for this emergence were 
that religion had become by the time of 
Hegel the object of comprehensive philo- 
sophical speculation and that history by the 
time of Buckle had been enlarged to in- 
clude the history of civilization and culture 
in general.' In its early phases, partly under 
the influence of Darwinism, the science of 
religion was dominated by an evolutionary 
tendency already implicit in Hegelian phi- 
losophy and early 19th century historiog- 
raphy. The grandfathers of modern sociol- 
ogy, Comte and Spencer, contributed to the 
strongly evolutionary approach to the study 
of religion as, with many reservations, did 
Durkheim and Weber. 

But by the third decade of the 20th cen- 
tury the evolutionary wave was in full re- 
treat both in the general field of science of 
religion and in the sociology of religion in 

particular. Of course, this was only one as- 
pect of the general retreat of evolutionary 
thought in social science, but nowhere did 
the retreat go further nor the intensity of 
the opposition to evolution go deeper than 
in the field of religion. An attempt to ex- 
plain the vicissitudes of evolutionary con- 
ceptions in the field of religion would be an 
interesting study in the sociology of knowl- 
edge but beyond the scope of this brief 
paper. Here I can only say that I hope that 
the present attempt to apply the evolution- 
ary idea to religion evidences a serious ap- 
preciation of both 19th century evolution- 
ary theories and 20th century criticisms of 
them. 

Evolution at any system level I define as 
a process of increasing differentiation and 
complexity of organization which endows 
the organism, social system or whatever the 
unit in question may be, with greater capa- 
city to adapt to its environment so that it 
is in some sense more autonomous relative 
to its environment than were its less complex 
ancestors. I do not assume that evolution 
is inevitable, irreversible or must follow any 
single particular course. Nor do I assume 
that simpler forms cannot prosper and sur- 
vive alongside more complex forms. What 
I mean by evolution, then, is nothing meta- 
physical but the simple empirical generali- 
zation that more complex forms develop 
from less complex forms and that the prop- 
erties and possibilities of more complex 
forms differ from those of less complex 
forms. 

A brief handy definition of religion is 
considerably more difficult than a definition 
of evolution. An attempt at an adequate 

*Part of this paper was given as an open lec- 
ture at the University of Chicago on October 16, 
1963. Many of the ideas in the paper were worked 
out in presentations to a seminar on social evolu- 
tion which I gave together with Talcott Parsons 
and S. N. Eisenstadt at Harvard University in the 
spring of 1963. I wish to acknowledge the criticisms 
received from Professors Parsons and Eisenstadt 
and the students in the seminar as well as the com- 
ments of Parsons on this manuscript. 

1 Chantepie de la Saussaye, Manuel d'Histoire 
des Religions, French translation directed by H. 
Hubert and I. Levy, Paris: Colin, 1904, author's 
,Iin +rrarl II f.+in 
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definition would, as Clifford Geertz has re- 
cently demonstrated, take a paper in itself 
for adequate explanation.2 So, for limited 
purposes only, let me define religion as a 
set of symbolic forms and acts which relate 
man to the ultimate conditions of his exist- 
ence. The purpose of this definition is to 
indicate exactly what I claim has evolved. 
It is not the ultimate conditions, nor, in 
traditional language, God that has evolved, 
nor is it man in the broadest sense of 
homo religiosus. I am inclined to agree 
with Eliade when he holds that primitive 
man is as fully religious as man at any stage 
of existence, though I am not ready to go 
along with him when he implies more fully.3 

Neither religious man nor the structure 
of man's ultimate religious situation evolves, 
then, but rather religion as symbol system. 
Erich Voegelin, who I suspect shares Eliade's 
basic philosophical position, speaks of a de- 
velopment from compact to differentiated 
symbolization.4 Everything already exists in 
some sense in the religious symbol system 
of the most primitive man; it would be hard 
to find anything later that is not "fore- 
shadowed" there, as for example, the mono- 
theistic God is foreshadowed in the high 
gods of some primitive peoples. Yet just as 
obviously the two cannot be equated. Not 
only in their idea of God but in many other 
ways the monotheistic religions of Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam involve a much more 
differentiated symbolization of, and produce 
a much more complex relation to, the ulti- 
mate conditions of human existence than do 
primitive religions. At least the existence of 
that kind of difference is the thesis I wish 
to develop. I hope it is clear that there are 
a number of other possible meanings of the 
term "religious evolution" with which I am 
not concerned. I hope it is also clear that a 
complex and differentiated religious sym- 
bolization is not therefore a better or a 
truer or a more beautiful one than a 
compact religious symbolization. I am 
not a relativist and I do think judgments 

of value can reasonably be made between 
religions, societies or personalities. But the 
axis of that judgment is not provided by 
social evolution and if progress is used in 
an essentially ethical sense, then I for one 
will not speak of religious progress. 

Having defined the ground rules under 
which I am operating let me now step back 
from the subject of religious evolution and 
look first at a few of the massive facts of 
human religious history. The first of these 
facts is the emergence in the first millenium 
B.C. all across the Old World, at least in 
centers of high cuture, of the phenomenon 
of religious rejection of the world charac- 
terized by an extremely negative evaluation 
of man and society and the exaltation of 
another realm of reality as alone true and 
infinitely valuable. This theme emerges in 
Greece through a long development into 
Plato's classic formulation in the Phaedo 
that the body is the tomb or prison of the 
soul and that only by disentanglement from 
the body and all things worldly can the soul 
unify itself with the unimaginably different 
world of the divine. A very different formu- 
lation is found in Israel, but there too the 
world is profoundly devalued in the face of 
the transcendent God with whom alone is 
there any refuge or comfort. In India we 
find perhaps the most radical of all versions 
of world rejection, culminating in the great 
image of the Buddha, that the world is a 
burning house and man's urgent need is a 
way to escape from it. In China, Taoist 
ascetics urged the transvaluation of all the 
accepted values and withdrawal from hu- 
man society, which they condemned as un- 
natural and perverse. 

Nor was this a brief or passing phenom- 
enon. For over 2000 years great pulses 
of world rejection spread over the civilized 
world. The Qur'an compares this present 
world to vegetation after rain, whose growth 
rejoices the unbeliever, but it quickly withers 
away and becomes as straw.5 Men prefer 
life in the present world but the life to come 
is infinitely superior-it alone is everlast- 
ing.6 Even in Japan, usually so innocently 
world accepting, Sh6toku Taishi declared 
that the world is a lie and only the Buddha 
is true, and in the Kamakura period the 

2 Clifford Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural Sys- 
tem," unpublished, 1963. 

3 Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Reli 
gion, New York: Sheed and Ward, 1958, pp. 459- 
465. 

4Erich Voegelin, Order and History, Vol., I: 
Israel and Revelation, Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 1956, p. 5. 

= Qur'an 57, 19-20. 
6 Q'ur'an 87, 16-17. 
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conviction that the world is hell led to orgies 
of religious suicide by seekers after Amida's 
paradise. And it is hardly necessary to 
quote Revelations or Augustine for com- 
parable Christian sentiments. I do not deny 
that there are profound differences among 
these various rejections of the world; Max 
Weber has written a great essay on the dif- 
ferent directions of world rejection and their 
consequences for human action.8 But for 
the moment I want to concentrate on the 
fact that they were all in some sense rejec- 
tions and that world rejection is character- 
istic of a long and important period of reli- 
gious history. I want to insist on this fact 
because I want to contrast it with an equally 
striking fact-namely the virtual absence 
of world rejection in primitive religions, in 
religion prior to the first millenium B.C., 
and in the modern world.9 

Primitive religions are on the whole ori- 
ented to a single cosmos-they know noth- 
ing of a wholly different world relative to 
which the actual world is utterly devoid 
of value. They are concerned with the main- 
tenance of personal, social and cosmic har- 
mony and with attaining specific goods- 
rain, harvest, children, health-as men have 
always been. But the overriding goal of 
salvation that dominates the world rejecting 
religions is almost absent in primitive reli- 
gion, and life after death tends to be a 
shadowy semi-existence in some vaguely 
designated place in the single world. 

World rejection is no more characteristic 
of the modern world than it is of primitive 
religion. Not only in the United States but 
through much of Asia there is at the mo- 

ment something of a religious revival, but 
nowhere is this associated with a great new 
outburst of world rejection. In Asia apolo- 
gists, even for religions with a long tradi- 
tion of world rejection, are much more in- 
terested in showing the compatibility of 
their religions with the developing modern 
world than in totally rejecting it. And it is 
hardly necessary to point out that the 
American religious revival stems from mo- 
tives quite opposite to world rejection. 

One could attempt to account for this 
sequence of presence and absence of world 
rejection as a dominant religious theme 
without ever raising the issue of religious 
evolution, but I think I can account for these 
and many other facts of the historical de- 
velopment of religion in terms of a scheme 
of religious evolution. An extended rationale 
for the scheme and its broad empirical ap- 
plication must await publication in book 
form. Here all I can attempt is a very con- 
densed overview. 

The scheme is based on several presup- 
positions, the most basic of which I have 
already referred to: namely, that religious 
symbolization of what Geertz calls "the 
general order of existence" 10 tends to 
change over time, at least in some instances, 
in the direction of more differentiated, com- 
prehensive, and in Weber's sense, more 
rationalized formulations. A second as- 
sumption is that conceptions of religious 
action, of the nature of the religious actor, 
of religious organization and of the place 
of religion in the society tend to change in 
ways systematically related to the changes 
in symbolization. A third assumption is that 
these several changes in the sphere of reli- 
gion, which constitute what I mean by reli- 
gious evolution, are related to a variety of 
other dimensions of change in other social 
spheres which define the general process of 
sociocultural evolution. 

Now, for heuristic purposes at least, it 
is also useful to assume a series of stages 
which may be regarded as relatively stable 
crystallizations of roughly the same order of 
complexity along a number of different di- 
mensions. I shall use five stages which, for 
want of better terminology, I shall call 

7 On these developments see Ienaga Saburo, 
Nihon Shisdshi ni okeru Hitei no Ronri no Hattatsu 
(The Development of the Logic of Negation in the 
History of Japanese Thought), Tokyo: 1940. 

8 Max Weber, "Religious Rejections of the World 
and Their Directions," in Hans H. Gerth and C. 
Wright Mills (eds.), From Max Weber, New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1946. 

9 One might argue that the much discussed 
modern phenomenon of alienation is the same as 
world rejection. The concept of alienation has too 
many uses to receive full discussion here, but it 
usually implies estrangement from or rejection of 
only selected aspects of the empirical world. In the 
contemporary world a really radical alienation from 
the whole of empirical reality would be discussed 
more in terms of psychosis than religion. 10 Geertz, op. cit. 
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primitive, archaic, historic, early modern 
and modern." These stages are ideal types 
derived from a theoretical formulation of 
the most generally observable historical 
regularities; they are meant to have a 
temporal reference but only in a very gen- 
eral sense. 

Of course the scheme itself is not intended 
as an adequate description of historical 
reality. Particular lines of religious develop- 
ment cannot simply be forced into the terms 
of the scheme. In reality there may be com- 
promise formations involving elements from 
two stages which I have for theoretical 
reasons discriminated; earlier stages may, as 
I have already suggested, strikingly fore- 
shadow later developments; and more de- 
veloped may regress to less developed stages. 
And of course no stage is ever completely 
abandoned; all earlier stages continue to 
coexist with and often within later ones. So 
what I shall present is not intended as a 
procrustean bed into which the facts of 
history are to be forced but a theoretical 
construction against which historical facts 
may be illuminated. The logic is much the 
same as that involved in conceptualizing 
stages of the life cycle in personality de- 
velopment. 

PRIMITIVE RELIGION 

Before turning to the specific features of 
primitive religion let us go back to the defi- 
nition of religion as a set of symbolic forms 
and acts relating man to the ultimate con- 
ditions of his existence. Lienhardt, in his 
book on Dinka religion spells out this proc- 
ess of symbolization in a most interesting 
way: 

I have suggested that the Powers may be 
understood as images corresponding to com- 
plex and various combinations of Dinka 
experience which are contingent upon their 
particular social and physical environment. 
For the Dinka they are the grounds of those 
experiences; in our analysis we have shown 
them to be grounded in them, for to a Euro- 

pean the experiences are more readily under- 
stood than the Powers, and the existence of 
the latter cannot be posited as a condition 
of the former. Without these Powers or 
images or an alternative to them there would 
be for the Dinka no differentiation between 
experience of the self and of the world which 
acts upon it. Suffering, for example, could 
be merely 'lived' or endured. With the im- 
aging of the grounds of suffering in a partic- 
ular Power, the Dinka can grasp its nature 
intellectually in a way which satisfies them, 
and thus to some extent transcend and domi- 
nate it in this act of knowledge. With this 
knowledge, this separation of a subject and 
an object in experience, there arises for them 
also the possibility of creating a form of ex- 
perience they desire, and of freeing themselves 
symbolically from what they must otherwise 
passively endure.12 

If we take this as a description of religious 
symbolization in general, and I think we 
can, then it is clear that in terms of the 
conception of evolution used here the exist- 
ence of even the simplest religion is an evo- 
lutionary advance. Animals or pre-religious 
men could only "passively endure" suffering 
or other limitations imposed by the condi- 
tions of their existence, but religious man 
can to some extent "transcend and dom- 
inate" them through his capacity for sym- 
bolization and thus attain a degree of free- 
dom relative to his environment that was 
not previously possible.13 

Now though Lienhardt points out that 
the Dinka religious images make possible a 
"differentiation between experience of the 
self and of the world which acts upon it" 
he also points out earlier that the Dinka 
lack anything closely resembling our con- 
ception of the " 'mind,' as mediating and, 
as it were, storing up the experiences of the 
self." 14 In fact, aspects of what we would 
attribute to the self are "imaged" among 
the divine Powers. Again if Lienhardt is 

'IThese stages are actually derived from an at- 
tempt to develop a general schema of sociocultural 
evolution during the seminar in which I partici- 
pated, together with Talcott Parsons and S. N. 
Eisenstadt. This paper must, however, be strictly 
limited to religious evolution, which is in itself 
sufficiently complex without going into still broader 
issues. 

12 Godfrey Lienhardt, Divinity and Experience, 
London: Oxford University Press, 1961, p. 170. 

13 One might argue that it was language and not 
religion that gave man the capacity to dominate 
his environment symbolically, but this seems to 
be a false distinction. It is very unlikely that lan- 
guage came into existence "first" and that men 
then "thought up" religion. Rather we would sup- 
pose that religion in the sense of this paper was 
from the beginning a major element in the content 
of linguistic symbolization. Clearly the relations 
between language and religion are very important 
and require much more systematic investigation. 

14 Lienhardt, op. cit., p. 149. 
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describing something rather general, and I 
think there is every reason to believe he is, 
then religious symbolization relating man to 
the ultimate conditions of his existence is 
also involved in relating him to himself 
and in symbolizing his own identityP'5 

Granted then that religious symbolization 
is concerned with imaging the ultimate con- 
ditions of existence, whether external or 
internal, we should examine at each stage 
the kind of symbol system involved, the kind 
of religious action it stimulates, the kind of 
social organization in which this religious 
action occurs and the implications for social 
action in general that the religious action 
contains. 

Marcel Mauss, criticizing the heterogene- 
ous sources from which Levy-Bruhl had 
constructed the notion of primitive thought, 
suggested that the word primitive be restric- 
ted to Australia, which was the only major 
culture area largely unaffected by the neo- 
lithic.'6 That was in 1923. In 1935 Levy- 
Bruhl, heeding Mauss's stricture, published 
a book called La Mythologie Primitive in 
which the data are drawn almost exclusively 
from Australia and immediately adjacent 
islands.'7 While Levy-Bruhl finds material 
similar to his Australian data in all parts 
of the world, nowhere else does he find 
it in as pure a form. The differences be- 
tween the Australian material and that of 
other areas are so great that Levy-Bruhl is 
tempted to disagree with Durkheim that 
Australian religion is an elementary form 
of religion and term it rather "pre-reli- 
gion," 18 a temptation which for reasons 

already indicated I would firmly reject. At 
any rate, W. E. H. Stanner, by far the most 
brilliant interpreter of Australian religion 
in recent years, goes far to confirm the main 
lines of Levy-Bruhl's position, without com- 
mitting himself on the more broadly con- 
troversial aspects of the assertions of either 
Mauss or Levy-Bruhl (indeed without so 
much as mentioning them). My description 
of a primitive stage of religion is a theoreti- 
cal abstraction, but it is heavily indebted 
to the work of Levy-Bruhl and Stanner for 
its main features.'9 

The religious symbol system at the primi- 
tive level is characterized by Levy-Bruhl 
as "le monde mythique," and Stanner di- 
rectly translates the Australians' own word 
for it as "the Dreaming." The Dreaming 
is a time out of time, or in Stanner's words, 
"everywhen," inhabited by ancestral figures, 
some human, some animal.20 Though they 
are often of heroic proportions and have 
capacities beyond those of ordinary men 
as well as being the progenitors and creators 
of many particular things in the world, they 
are not gods, for they do not control the 
world and are not worshipped.2' 

Two main features of this mythical world 
of primitive religion are important for the 
purposes of the present theoretical scheme. 
The first is the very high degree to which 
the mythical world is related to the detailed 
features of the actual world. Not only is 
every clan and local group defined in terms 
of the ancestral progenitors and the mythical 

15 This notion was first clearly expressed to me 
in conversation and in unpublished writings by Eli 
Sagan. 

16 In his discussion of Levy-Bruhl's thesis on 
primitive mentality, reported in Bulletin de la 
Society francaise de Philosophie, Seance du 15 
Febrier 1923, 23e annee (1923), p. 26. 

17 Lucien Levy-Bruhl, La Mythologie Primitive, 
Paris: Alcan, 1935. This volume and LUvy-Bruhl's 
last volume, L'Experience Mystique et les Symboles 
Chez les Primitifs, Paris: Alcan, 1938, were recently 
praised by Evans-Pritchard as unsurpassed in 
"depth and insight" among studies of the structure 
of primitive thought, in his introduction to the 
English translation of Robert Hertz, Death and 
the Right Hand, New York: Free Press, 1960, p. 
24. These are the only two volumes of Levy-Bruhl 
on primitive thought that have not been translated 
into English. 

18 La Mythologie Primitive, p. 217. 

19 Of Stanner's publications the most relevant 
are a series of articles published under the general 
title "On Aboriginal Religion" in Oceania, 30 to 33 
(1959-1963), and "The Dreaming" in T. A. G. 
Hungerford (ed.), Australian Signpost, Melbourne: 
Cheshire, 1956, and reprinted in William Lessa 
and Evon Z. Vogt, editors, Reader in Comparative 
Religion, Evanston, Ill.: Row, Peterson, 1958. (Ref- 
erences to "The Dreaming" are to the Lessa and 
Vogt volume.) Outside the Australian culture area, 
the new world provides the most examples of the 
type of religion I call primitive. Navaho religion, 
for example, conforms closely to the type. 

20 "The Dreaming," p. 514. 
21 This is a controversial point. For extensive 

bibliography see Eliade, op. cit., p. 112. Eliade 
tends to accept the notion of high gods in Australia 
but Stanner says of the two figures most often 
cited as high gods: "Not even by straining can one 
see in such culture heroes as Baiame and Daru- 
mulum the true hint of a Yahveh, jealous, omiscient 
and omnipotent." "The Dreaming," p. 518. 
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events of settlement, but virtually every 
mountain, rock and tree is explained in terms 
of the actions of mythical beings. All human 
action is prefigured in the Dreaming, includ- 
ing crimes and folly, so that actual existence 
and the paradigmatic myths are related in 
the most intimate possible way. The second 
main feature, not unrelated to the extreme 
particularity of the mythical material, is 
the fluidity of its organization. Lienhardt, 
though describing a religion of a somewhat 
different type, catches the essentially free- 
associational nature of primitive myth when 
he says, "We meet here the typical lack of 
precise definition of the Dinka when they 
speak of divinities. As Garang, which is the 
name of the first man, is sometimes asso- 
ciated with the first man and sometimes 
said to be quite different, so Deng may in 
some sense be associated with anyone 
called Deng, and the Dinka connect or do 
not connect usages of the same name in 
different contexts according to their indi- 
vidual lights and to what they consider ap- 
propriate at any given moment." 22 The fluid 
structure of the myth is almost consciously 
indicated by the Australians in their use of 
the word Dreaming: this is not purely meta- 
phorical, for as Ronald Berndt has shown 
in a careful study, men do actually have 
a propensity to dream during the periods 
of cult performance. Through the dreams 
they reshape the cult symbolism for private 
psychic ends and what is even more inter- 
esting, dreams may actually lead to a rein- 
terpretation in myth which in turn causes 
a ritual innovation.23 Both the particularity 
and the fluidity, then, help account for the 
hovering closeness of the world of myth to 
the actual world. A sense of gap, that things 
are not all they might be, is there but it is 
hardly experienced as tragic and is indeed on 
the verge of being comic.24 

Primitive religious action is characterized 
not, as we have said, by worship, nor, as 
we shall see, by sacrifice, but by identifi- 
cation, "participation," acting-out. Just as 
the primitive symbol system is myth par 

excellence, so primitive religious action is 
ritual par excellence. In the ritual the partic- 
ipants become identified with the mythical 
beings they represent. The mythical beings 
are not addressed or propitiated or be- 
seeched. The distance between man and 
mythical being, which was at best slight, 
disappears altogether in the moment of 
ritual when everywhen becomes now. There 
are no priests and no congregation, no medi- 
ating representative roles and no spectators. 
All present are involved in the ritual action 
itself and have become one with the myth. 

The underlying structure of ritual, which 
in Australia always has themes related to 
initiation, is remarkably similar to that of 
sacrifice. The four basic movements of the 
ritual as analyzed by Stanner are offering, 
destruction, transformation, and return- 
communion.25 Through acting out the mis- 
takes and sufferings of the paradigmatic 
mythical hero, the new initiates come to 
terms symbolically with, again in Stanner's 
words, the "immemorial misdirection" of 
human life. Their former innocence is de- 
stroyed and they are transformed into new 
identities now more able to "assent to life, 
as it is, without morbidity." 26 In a sense 
the whole gamut of the spiritual life is al- 
ready visible in the Australian ritual. Yet 
the symbolism is so compact that there is 
almost no element of choice, will or respon- 
sibility. The religious life is as given and 
as fixed as the routines of daily living. 

At the primitive level religious organiza- 
tion as a separate social structure does not 
exist. Church and society are one. Religious 
roles tend to be fused with other roles, and 
differentiations along lines of age, sex and 
kin group are important. While women are 
not as excluded from the religious life as 
male ethnographers once believed, their 

22 Op. Cit., p. 91. 
23 Ronald Berndt, Kunapipi, Melbourne: Ches- 

hire, 195 1, pp. 71-84. 
24Stanner: "On Aboriginal Religion I," Oceania, 

30 (December, 1959), p. 126; Lienhardt, op. cit., 
p. 53. 

25 "On Aboriginal Religion I," p. 118. The 
Navaho ritual system is based on the same prin- 
ciples and also stresses the initiation theme. See 
Katherine Spencer, Mythology and Values: An 
Analysis of Navaho Chantway Myths, Philadelphia: 
American Folklore Society, 1957. A very similar 
four act structure has been discerned in the 
Christian eucharist by Dom Gregory Dix in The 
Shape of the Liturgy, Westminster: Dacre Press, 
1943. 

26 "On Aboriginal Religion II," Oceania, 30 (June, 
1960), p. 278. Of ritual Stanner says, "Personality 
may almost be seen to change under one's eyes." 
"On Aboriginal Religion I," op. cit., p. 126. 
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ritual life is to some degree separate and 
focused on particularly feminine life crises.27 
In most primitive societies age is an impor- 
tant criterion for leadership in the cere- 
monial life. Ceremonies are often handed 
down in particular moieties and clans, as 
is only natural when the myths are so largely 
concerned with ancestors. Specialized sham- 
ans or medicine men are found in some 
tribes but are not a necessary feature of 
primitive religion. 

As for the social implications of primitive 
religion, Durkheim's analysis seems still to 
be largely acceptable.28 The ritual life does 
reinforce the solidarity of the society and 
serves to induct the young into the norms 
of tribal behavior. We should not forget 
the innovative aspects of primitive religion, 
that particular myths and ceremonies are 
in a process of constant revision and alter- 
ation, and that in the face of severe historic 
crisis rather remarkable reformulations of 
primitive material can be made.29 Yet on the 
whole the religious life is the strongest rein- 
forcement of the basic tenet of Australian 
philosophy, namely that life, as Stanner 
puts it, is a "one possibility thing." The 
very fluidity and flexibility of primitive 
religion is a barrier to radical innovation. 
Primitive religion gives little leverage from 
which to change the world. 

ARCHAIC RELIGION 

For purposes of the present conceptual 
scheme, as I have indicated, I am using 
primitive religion in an unusually restricted 
sense. Much that is usually classified as 
primitive religion would fall in my second 
category, archaic religion, which includes 
the religious systems of much of Africa and 
Polynesia and some of the New World, as 
well as the earliest religious systems of the 
ancient Middle East, India and China. The 
characteristic feature of archaic religion 
is the emergence of true cult with the com- 

plex of gods, priests, worship, sacrifice and 
in some cases divine or priestly kingship. 
The myth and ritual complex characteristic 
of primitive religion continues within the 
structure of archaic religion, but it is sys- 
tematized and elaborated in new ways. 

In the archaic religious symbol system 
mythical beings are much more definitely 
characterized. Instead of being great para- 
digmatic figures with whom men in ritual 
identify but with whom they do not really 
interact, the mythical beings are more ob- 
jectified, conceived as actively and some- 
times willfully controlling the natural and 
human world, and as beings with whom men 
must deal in a definite and purposive way- 
in a word they have become gods. Relations 
among the gods are a matter of considerable 
speculation and systematization, so that 
definite principles of organization, especially 
hierarchies of control, are established. The 
basic world view is still, like the primitives', 
monistic. There is still only one world with 
gods dominating particular parts of it, espe- 
cially important being the high gods of the 
heavenly regions whose vision, knowledge 
and power may be conceived as very ex- 
tensive indeed.30 But though the world is 
one it is far more differentiated, especially 
in a hierarchical way, than was the monistic 
world view of the primitives: archaic reli- 
gions tend to elaborate a vast cosmology in 
which all things divine and natural have a 
place. Much of the particularity and fluidity 
characteristic of primitive myth is still to 
be found in archaic religious thinking. But 
where priestly roles have become well es- 
tablished a relatively stable symbolic struc- 
ture may be worked out and transmitted 
over an extended period of time. Especially 
where at least craft literacy 3 has been at- 
tained, the mythical tradition may become 
the object of critical reflection and innova- 
tive speculation which can lead to new de- 
velopments beyond the nature of archaic 
religion. 

27 Catherine Berndt, Women's Changing Cere- 
monies in Northern Australia, Paris: Herman, 
1950. 

28 Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of 
the Religious Life, Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 
1947. 

29 Anthony Wallace, "Revitalization Movements," 
American Anthropologist, 58 (April, 1956), pp. 
264-279. 

30 Raffaele Pettazzoni, The All-Knowing God, 
London: Methuen, 1956. 

31 By "craft literacy" I mean the situation in 
which literacy is limited to specially trained scribes 
and is not a capacity generally shared by the 
upper-status group. For an interesting discussion 
of the development of literacy in ancient Greece 
see Eric Havelock, Preface to Plato, Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1963. 
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Archaic religious action takes the form of 
cult in which the distinction between men 
as subjects and gods as objects is much 
more definite than in primitive religion. 
Because the division is sharper the need 
for a communication system through which 
gods and men can interact is much more 
acute. Worship and especially sacrifice are 
precisely such communication systems, as 
Henri Hubert and Marcel Mauss so bril- 
liantly established in their great essay on 
sacrifice.2 There is no space here for a tech- 
nical analysis of the sacrificial process; 33 

suffice it to say that a double identification 
of priest and victim with both gods and men 
effects a transformation of motives com- 
parable to that referred to in the discussion 
of primitive religious action. The main dif- 
ference is that instead of a relatively passive 
identification in an all-encompassing ritual 
action, the sacrificial process, no matter how 
stereotyped, permits the human communi- 
cants a greater element of intentionality 
and entails more uncertainty relative to 
the divine response. Through this more 
differentiated form of religious action a new 
degree of freedom as well, perhaps, as an 
increased burden of anxiety enters the rela- 
tions between man and the ultimate condi- 
tions of his existence. 

Archaic religious organization is still by 
and large merged with other social struc- 
tures, but the proliferation of functionally 
and hierarchically differentiated groups leads 
to a multiplication of cults, since every group 
in archaic society tends to have its cultic 
aspect. The emergence of a two-class system, 
itself related to the increasing density of 
population made possible by agriculture, 
has its religious aspect. The upper-status 
group, which tends to monopolize political 
and military power, usually claims a su- 
perior religious status as well. Noble fami- 
lies are proud of their divine descent and 
often have special priestly functions. The 
divine king who is the chief link between 
his people and the gods is only the extreme 

case of the general tendency of archaic 
societies. Specialized priesthoods attached 
to cult centers may differentiate out but 
are usually kept subordinate to the political 
elite, which at this stage never completely 
divests itself of religious leadership. Occa- 
sionally priesthoods at cult centers located 
interstitially relative to political units- 
for example, Delphi in ancient Greece- 
may come to exercise a certain independ- 
ence. 

The most significant limitation on archaic 
religious organization is the failure to de- 
velop differentiated religious collectivities 
including adherents as well as priests. The 
cult centers provide facilities for sacrifice 
and worship to an essentially transient 
clientele which is not itself organized as a 
collectivity, even though the priesthood it- 
self may be rather tightly organized. The 
appearance of mystery cults and related 
religious confraternities in the ancient world 
is usually related to a reorganization of 
the religious symbol and action systems 
which indicates a transition to the next 
main type of religious structure. 

The social implications of archaic religion 
are to some extent similar to those of primi- 
tive religion. The individual and his society 
are seen as merged in a natural-divine cos- 
mos. Traditional social structures and social 
practices are considered to be grounded in 
the divinely instituted cosmic order and 
there is little tension between religious de- 
mand and social conformity. Indeed, social 
conformity is at every point reinforced 
with religious sanction. Nevertheless the 
very notion of well characterized gods act- 
ing over against men with a certain freedom 
introduces an element of openness that is 
less apparent at the primitive level. The 
struggle between rival groups may be in- 
terpreted as the struggle between rival 
deities or as a deity's change of favor from 
one group to another. Through the problems 
posed by religious rationalization of politi- 
cal change new modes of religious thinking 
may open up. This is clearly an important 
aspect of the early history of Israel, and 
it occurred in many other cases as well. 
The Greek preoccupation with the relation 
of the gods to the events of the Trojan War 
gave rise to a continuous deepening of reli- 
gious thought from Homer to Euripides. In 

32 Henri Hubert and Marcel Mauss, "Essai sur 
la nature et la fonction du Sacrifice," L'Annee 
Sociologique, 2 (1899). 

33Two outstanding recent empirical studies are 
E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Nuer Religion, London: 
Oxford, 1956, esp. chs. 8 through 11, and Godfrey 
Lienhardt, op. cit., esp. chs. 7 and 8. 
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ancient China the attempt of the Chou to 
rationalize their conquest of the Shang led 
to an entirely new conception of the rela- 
tion between human merit and divine favor. 
The breakdown of internal order led to mes- 
sianic expectations of the coming of a savior 
king in such distant areas as Egypt on the 
one hand and Chou-period China on the 
other. These are but a few of the ways in 
which the problems of maintaining archaic 
religious symbolization in increasingly com- 
plex societies drove toward solutions that 
began to place the archaic pattern itself 
in jeopardy. 

HISTORIC RELIGION 

The next stage in this theoretical scheme 
is called historic simply because the reli- 
gions included are all relatively recent; 
they emerged in societies that were more 
or less literate and so have fallen chiefly 
under the discipline of history rather than 
that of archaeology or ethnography. The 
criterion that distinguishes the historic reli- 
gions from the archaic is that the historic 
religions are all in some sense transcendental. 
The cosmological monism of the earlier stage 
is now more or less completely broken 
through and an entirely different realm 
of universal reality, having for religious 
man the highest value, is proclaimed. The 
discovery of an entirely different realm of 
religious reality seems to imply a derogation 
of the value of the given empirical cosmos: 
at any rate the world rejection discussed 
above is, in this stage for the first time, a 
general characteristic of the religious sys- 
tem. 

The symbol systems of the historic reli- 
gions differ greatly among themselves but 
share the element of transcendentalism 
which sets them off from the archaic reli- 
gions; in this sense they are all dualistic. 
The strong emphasis on hierarchical order- 
ing characteristic of archaic religions con- 
tinues to be stressed in most of the historic 
religions. Not only is the supernatural realm 
"above" this world in terms of both value 
and control but both the supernatural and 
earthly worlds are themselves organized in 
terms of a religiously legitimated hierarchy. 
For the masses, at least, the new dualism is 
above all expressed in the difference between 

this world and the life after death. Religious 
concern, focused on this life in primitive 
and archaic religions, now tends to focus 
on life in the other realm, which may be 
either infinitely superior or, under certain 
circumstances, with the emergence of vari- 
ous conceptions of hell, infinitely worse. 
Under these circumstances the religious goal 
of salvation (or enlightenment, release and 
so forth) is for the first time the central 
religious preoccupation. 

In one sense historic religions represent 
a great "demythologization" relative to 
archaic religions. The notion of the one God 
who has neither court nor relatives, who has 
no myth himself and who is the sole creator 
and ruler of the universe, the notion of self 
subsistent being, or of release from the cycle 
of birth and rebirth, are all enormous sim- 
plifications of the ramified cosmologies of 
archaic religions. Yet all the historic reli- 
gions have, to use Voegelin's term, mortgages 
imposed on them by the historical circum- 
stances of their origin. All of them contain, 
in suspension as it were, elements of archaic 
cosmology alongside their transcendental 
assertions. Nonetheless, relative to earlier 
forms the historic religions are all universal- 
istic. From the point of view of these reli- 
gions a man is no longer defined chiefly in 
terms of what tribe or clan he comes from 
or what particular god he serves but rather 
as a being capable of salvation. That is to 
say that it is for the first time possible to 
conceive of man as such. 

Religious action in the historic religions 
is thus above all action necessary for salva- 
tion. Even where elements of ritual and 
sacrifice remain prominent they take on a 
new significance. In primitive ritual the 
individual is put in harmony with the natural 
divine cosmos. His mistakes are overcome 
through symbolization as part of the total 
pattern. Through sacrifice archaic man can 
make up for his failures to fulfill his obli- 
gations to men or gods. He can atone for 
particular acts of unfaithfulness. But his- 
toric religion convicts man of a basic flaw 
far more serious than those conceived of 
by earlier religions. According to Buddhism, 
manys very nature is greed and anger from 
which he must seek a total escape. For the 
Hebrew prophets, man's sin is not particu- 
lar wicked deeds but his profound heedless- 
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ness of God, and only a turn to complete 
obedience will be acceptable to the Lord. 
For Muhammad the kafir is not, as we usu- 
ally translate, the "unbeliever" but rather 
the ungrateful man who is careless of the 
divine compassion. For him, only Islam, 
willing submission to the will of God, can 
bring salvation. 

The identity diffusion characteristic of 
both primitive and archaic religions is radi- 
cally challenged by the historic religious 
symbolization, which leads for the first time 
to a clearly structured conception of the 
self. Devaluation of the empirical world 
and the empirical self highlights the con- 
ception of a responsible self, a core self or 
a true self, deeper than the flux of everyday 
experience, facing a reality over against it- 
self, a reality which has a consistency belied 
by the fluctuations of mere sensory impres- 
sions.34 Primitive man can only accept the 
world in its manifold givenness. Archaic man 
can through sacrifice fulfill his religious ob- 
ligations and attain peace with the gods. 
But the historic religions promise man for 
the first time that he can understand the 
fundamental structure of reality and through 
salvation participate actively in it. The op- 
portunity is far greater than before but so 
is the risk of failure. 

Perhaps partly because of the profound 
risks involved the ideal of the religious life 
in the historic religions tends to be one of 
separation from the world. Even when, as 
in the case of Judaism and Islam, the reli- 
gion enjoins types of worldly participation 
that are considered unacceptable or at least 
doubtful in some other historic religions, 
the devout are still set apart from ordinary 
worldlings by the massive collections of 

rules and obligations to which they must 
adhere. The early Christian solution, which, 
unlike the Buddhist, did allow the full pos- 
sibility of salvation to the layman, never- 
theless in its notion of a special state of 
religious perfection idealized religious with- 
drawal from the world. In fact the standard 
for lay piety tended to be closeness of ap- 
proximation to the life of the religious. 

Historic religion is associated with the 
emergence of differentiated religious col- 
lectivities as the chief characteristic of its 
religious organization. The profound dual- 
ism with respect to the conception of reality 
is also expressed in the social realm. The 
single religio-political hierarchy of archaic 
society tends to split into two at least par- 
tially independent hierarchies, one political 
and one religious. Together with the notion 
of a transcendent realm beyond the natural 
cosmos comes a new religious elite that 
claims direct relation to the transmundane 
world. Even though notions of divine king- 
ship linger on for a very long time in vari- 
ous compromise forms, it is no longer 
possible for a divine king to monopolize reli- 
gious leadership. With the emergence of a 
religious elite alongside the political one the 
problem of legitimizing political power en- 
ters a new phase. Legitimation now rests 
upon a delicate balance of forces between 
the political and religious leadership. But the 
differentiation between religious and politi- 
cal that exists most clearly at the level of 
leadership tends also to be pushed down 
into the masses so that the roles of believer 
and subject become distinct. Even where, 
as in the case of Islam, this distinction was 
not supported by religious norms, it was 
soon recognized as an actuality. 

The emergence of the historic religions 
is part of a general shift from the two-class 
system of the archaic period to the four- 
class system characteristic of all the great 
historic civilizations up to modern times: 
a political-military elite, a cultural-religious 
elite, a rural lower-status group (peasantry) 
and an urban lower-status group (merchants 
and artisans). Closely associated with the 
new religious developments was the growth 
of literacy among the elite groups and in the 
upper segments of the urban lower class. 
Other social changes, such as the growth 
in the market resulting from the first wide- 

34 Buddhism, with its doctrine of the ultimate 
non-existence of the self, seems to be an exception 
to this generalization, but for practical and ethical 
purposes, at least, a distinction between the true 
self and the empirical self is made by all schools 
of Buddhism. Some schools of Mahayana Buddhism 
give a metaphysical basis to a notion of "basic 
self" or "great self" as opposed to the merely self- 
ish self caught up in transience and desire. Further 
it would seem that nirvana, defined negatively so 
as rigorously to exclude any possibility of tran- 
sience or change, serves fundamentally as an iden- 
tity symbol. Of course the social and psychological 
consequences of this kind of identity symbol are 
very different from those following from other 
types of identity symbolization. 
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spread use of coinage, the development of 
bureaucracy and law as well as new levels 
of urbanization, are less directly associated 
with religion but are part of the same great 
transformation that got underway in the first 
millenium B.C. The distinction between 
religious and political elites applies to some 
extent to the two great lower strata. From 
the point of view of the historic religions 
the peasantry long remained relatively in- 
tractable and were often considered reli- 
giously second-class citizens, their predilec- 
tion for cosmological symbolization rendering 
them always to some degree religiously sus- 
pect. The notion of the peasant as truly 
religious is a fairly modern idea. On the 
contrary it was the townsman who was much 
more likely to be numbered among the 
devout, and Max Weber has pointed out 
the great fecundity of the urban middle 
strata in religious innovations throughout 
the several great historical traditions.35 Such 
groups developed new symbolizations that 
sometimes threatened the structure of the 
historic religions in their early form, and 
in the one case where a new stage of reli- 
gious symbolization was finally achieved 
they made important contributions. 

The social implications of the historic 
religions are implicit in the remarks on reli- 
gious organization. The differentiation of 
a religious elite brought a new level of ten- 
sion and a new possibility of conflict and 
change onto the social scene. Whether the 
confrontation was between Israelite prophet 
and king, Islamic ulama and sultan, Chris- 
tian pope and emperor or even between 
Confucian scholar-official and his ruler, it 
implied that political acts could be judged 
in terms of standards that the political 
authorities could not finally control. The 
degree to which these confrontations had 
serious social consequences of course de- 
pended on the degree to which the religious 
group was structurally independent and 
could exert real pressure. S. N. Eisenstadt 
has made a comprehensive survey of these 
differences; 36 for our purposes it is enough 

to note that they were nowhere entirely 
absent. Religion, then, provided the ideology 
and social cohesion for many rebellions and 
reform movements in the historic civiliza- 
tions, and consequently played a more dy- 
namic and especially a more purposive role 
in social change than had previously been 
possible. On the other hand, we should not 
forget that in most of the historic civiliza- 
tions for long periods of time religion per- 
formed the functions we have noted from 
the beginning: legitimation and reinforce- 
ment of the existing social order. 

EARLY MODERN RELIGION 

In all previous stages the ideal type 
was based on a variety of actual cases. Now 
for the first time it derives from a single 
case or at best a congeries of related cases, 
namely, the Protestant Reformation. The 
defining characteristic of early modern re- 
ligion is the collapse of the hierarchical 
structuring of both this and the other world. 
The dualism of the historic religions remains 
as a feature of early modern religion but 
takes on a new significance in the context 
of more direct confrontation between the 
two worlds. Under the new circumstances 
salvation is not to be found in any kind of 
withdrawal from the world but in the midst 
of worldly activities. Of course elements of 
this existed in the historic religions from 
the beginning, but on the whole the historic 
religions as institutionalized had offered a 
mediated salvation. Either conformity to 
religious law, or participation in a sacra- 
mental system or performance of mystical 
exercises was necessary for salvation. All 
of these to some extent involved a turning 
away from the world. Further, in the reli- 
gious two-class systems characteristic of 
the institutionalized historic religions the 
upper-status groups, the Christian monks or 
Sufi shaykhs or Buddhist ascetics, could 
through their pure acts and personal char- 
isma store up a fund of grace that could 
then be shared with the less worthy. In 
this way too salvation was mediated rather 
than immediate. What the Reformation did 
was in principle, with the usual reservations 
and mortgages to the past, break through 
the whole mediated system of salvation and 
declare salvation potentially available to any 

35Max Weber, The Sociology of Religion, Bos- 
ton: Beacon, 1963, pp. 95-98, etc. 

36 S. N. Eisenstadt, "Religious Organizations and 
Political Process in Centralized Empires," Journal 
of Asian Studies, 21 (May, 1962), pp. 271-294, 
and also his The Political Systems of Empires, New 
York: Free Press, 1963. 
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man no matter what his station or calling 
might be. 

Since immediate salvation seems implicit 
in all the historic religions it is not surprising 
that similar reform movements exist in 
other traditions, notably Shinran Shonin's 
version of Pure Land Buddhism but also 
certain tendencies in Islam, Buddhism, 
Taoism and Confucianism. But the Pro- 
testant Reformation is the only attempt 
that was successfully institutionalized. In 
the case of Taoism and Confucianism the 
mortgage of archaic symbolization was so 
heavy that what seemed a new breakthrough 
easily became regressive. In the other cases, 
notably in the case of the Jodo Shinshfi, the 
radical implications were not sustained and 
a religion of mediated salvation soon re- 
asserted itself. Religious movements of early 
modern type may be emerging in a number 
of the great traditions today, perhaps even 
in the Vatican Council, and there are also 
secular movements with features strongly 
analogous to what I call early modern reli- 
gion. But all of these tendencies are too 
uncertain to rely on in constructing an ideal 
type. 

Early modern religious symbolism con- 
centrates on the direct relation between 
the individual and transcendent reality. A 
great deal of the cosmological baggage of 
medieval Christianity is dropped as super- 
stition. The fundamentally ritualist inter- 
pretation of the sacrament of the Eucharist 
as a re-enactment of the paradigmatic sac- 
rifice is replaced with the anti-ritualist in- 
terpretation of the Eucharist as a commem- 
oration of a once-and-for-all historical event. 
Even though in one sense the world is more 
devalued in early Protestantism than in 
medieval Christianity, since the reformers 
re-emphasized the radical separation be- 
tween divine and human, still by proclaim- 
ing the world as the theater of God's glory 
and the place wherein to fulfill his com- 
mand, the Reformation reinforced positive 
autonomous action in the world instead of 
a relatively passive acceptance of it. 

Religious action was now conceived to be 
identical with the whole of life. Special as- 
cetic and devotional practices were dropped 
as well as the monastic roles that specialized 
in them and instead the service of God be- 
came a total demand in every walk of life. 

The stress was on faith, an internal quality 
of the person, rather than on particular acts 
clearly marked "religious." In this respect 
the process of identity unification that I 
have designated as a central feature of the 
historic religions advanced still further. The 
complex requirements for the attainment of 
salvation in the historic religions, though 
ideally they encouraged identity unification, 
could themselves become a new form of iden- 
tity diffusion, as Luther and Shinran were 
aware. Assertion of the capacity for faith as 
an already received gift made it possible to 
undercut that difficulty. It also made it nec- 
essary to accept the ambiguity of human 
ethical life and the fact that salvation comes 
in spite of sin, not in its absolute absence. 
With the acceptance of the world not as it 
is but as a valid arena in which to work out 
the divine command, and with the accept- 
ance of the self as capable of faith in spite 
of sin, the Reformation made it possible to 
turn away from world rejection in a way not 
possible in the historic religions. All of this 
was possible, however, only within the struc- 
ture of a rigid orthodoxy and a tight though 
voluntaristic religious group. 

I have already noted that early modern 
religion abandoned hierarchy as an essential 
dimension of its religious symbol system.37 
It did the same in its religious organization. 
Not only did it reject papal authority, but 
it also rejected the old form of the religious 
distinction between two levels of relative 
religious perfection. This was replaced with 
a new kind of religious two-class system: 
the division between elect and reprobates. 
The new form differed from the old one in 
that the elect were really a vanguard group 
in the fulfillment of the divine plan rather 
than a qualitative religious elite. The po- 
litical implications of Protestantism had 

37 God, of course, remains hierarchically superior 
to man, but the complex stratified structure of 
which purgatory, saints, angels, and so on, are 
elements is eliminated. Also, the strong reassertion 
of covenant thinking brought a kind of formal 
equality into the God-man relation without elimi- 
nating the element of hierarchy. Strictly speaking 
then, early modern (and modern) religion does 
not abandon the idea of hierarchy as such, but 
retains it in a much more flexible form, relative 
to particular contexts, and closely related to new 
emphases on equality. What is abandoned is rather 
a single overarching hierarchy, summed up in the 
symbol of the great chain of being. 
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much to do with the overthrow of the old 
conception of hierarchy in the secular field 
as well. Where Calvinistic Protestantism 
was powerful, hereditary aristocracy and 
kingship were either greatly weakened or 
abandoned. In fact the Reformation is part 
of the general process of social change in 
which the four-class system of peasant soci- 
eties began to break up in Europe. Espe- 
cially in the Anglo-Saxon world, Protestant- 
ism greatly contributed to its replacement 
by a more flexible multi-centered mode of 
social organization based more on contract 
and voluntary association. Both church and 
state lost some of the reified significance they 
had in medieval times and later on the con- 
tinent. The roles of church member and 
citizen were but two among several. Both 
church and state had their delimited spheres 
of authority, but with the full institutionali- 
zation of the common law neither had a 
right to dominate each other or the whole 
of society. Nonetheless, the church acted 
for a long time as a sort of cultural and 
ethical holding company, and many develop- 
ments in philosophy, literature and social 
welfare took their initiative from clerical 
or church groups.8 

The social implications of the Protestant 
Reformation are among the more debated 
subjects of contemporary social science. 
Lacking space to defend my assertions, let 
me simply say that I stand with Weber, 
Merton, et al., in attributing very great sig- 
nificance to the Reformation, especially in 
its Calvinistic wing, in a whole series of de- 
velopments from economics to science, from 
education to law. Whereas in most of the 
historic civilizations religion stands as vir- 
tually the only stable challenger to the dom- 
inance of the political elite, in the emerging 
early modern society religious impulses give 

rise to a variety of institutional structures, 
from the beginning or very soon becoming 
fully secular, which stand beside and to 
some extent compete with and limit the 
state. The direct religious response to po- 
litical and moral problems does not disap- 
pear but the impact of religious orientations 
on society is also mediated by a variety of 
worldly institutions in which religious values 
have been expressed. Weber's critics, fre- 
quently assuming a pre-modern model of 
the relation between religion and society, 
have often failed to understand the subtle 
interconnections he was tracing. But the 
contrast with the historic stage, when pres- 
sures toward social change in the direction 
of value realization were sporadic and often 
utopian, is decisive. 

In the early modern stage for the first 
time pressures to social change in the direc- 
tion of greater realization of religious val- 
ues are actually institutionalized as part of 
the structure of the society itself. The self- 
revising social order expressed in a volun- 
taristic and democratic society can be seen 
as just such an outcome. The earliest phase 
of this development, especially the several 
examples of Calvinist commonwealths, was 
voluntaristic only within the elect vanguard 
group and otherwise was often illiberal and 
even dictatorial. The transition toward a 
more completely democratic society was 
complex and subject to many blockages. 
Close analogies to the early modern situation 
occur in many of the contemporary develop- 
ing countries, which are trying for the first 
time to construct social systems with a built- 
in tendency to change in the direction of 
greater value realization. The leadership of 
these countries varies widely between sev- 
eral kinds of vanguard revolutionary move- 
ments with distinctly illiberal proclivities to 
elites committed to the implementation of a 
later, more democratic, model of Western 
political society. 

MODERN RELIGION 

I am not sure whether in the long run 
what I call early modern religion will ap- 
pear as a stage with the same degree of dis- 
tinctness as the others I have distinguished 
or whether it will appear only as a transi- 
tional phase, but I am reasonably sure that, 

38 Of course, important developments in modern 
culture stemming from the recovery of Classical 
art and philosophy in the Rennaissance took place 
outside the main stream of religious development. 
However, the deep interrelations between religious 
and secular components of the Rennaissance should 
not be overlooked. Certainly the clergy in the 
Anglo-Saxon world were among the foremost 
guardians of the Classical tradition in literature and 
thought. The most tangible expression of this was 
the close relation of higher education to the church, 
a relation which was not seriously weakened until 
the late 19th century in America. 
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even though we must speak from the midst 
of it, the modern situation represents a stage 
of religious development in many ways pro- 
foundly different from that of historic re- 
ligion. The central feature of the change is 
the collapse of the dualism that was so cru- 
cial to all the historic religions. 

It is difficult to speak of a modern reli- 
gious symbol system. It is indeed an open 
question whether there can be a religious 
symbol system analogous to any of the pre- 
ceding ones in the modern situation, which 
is characterized by a deepening analysis of 
the very nature of symbolization itself. At 
the highest intellectual level I would trace 
the fundamental break with traditional his- 
toric symbolization to the work of Kant. 
By revealing the problematic nature of the 
traditional metaphysical basis of all the 
religions and by indicating that it is not so 
much a question of two worlds as it is of as 
many worlds as there are modes of appre- 
hending them, he placed the whole religious 
problem in a new light. However simple the 
immediate result of his grounding religion in 
the structure of ethical life rather than in 
a metaphysics claiming cognitive adequacy, 
it nonetheless pointed decisively in the di- 
rection that modern religion would go. The 
entire modern analysis of religion, including 
much of the most important recent theology, 
though rejecting Kant's narrowly rational 
ethics, has been forced to ground religion in 
the structure of the human situation itself. 
In this respect the present paper is a symp- 
tom of the modern religious situation as well 
as an analysis of it. In the world view that 
has emerged from the tremendous intellect- 
ual advances of the last two centuries there 
is simply no room for a hierarchic dualistic 
religious symbol system of the classical his- 
toric type. This is not to be interpreted as 
a return to primitive monism: it is not that 
a single world has replaced a double one but 
that an infinitely multiplex one has replaced 
the simple duplex structure. It is not that 
life has become again a ''one possibility 
thing" but that it has become an infinite 
possibility thing. The analysis of modern 
man as secular, materialistic, dehumanized 
and in the deepest sense areligious seems to 
me fundamentally misguided, for such a 
judgment is based on standards that cannot 
adequately gauge the modern temper. 

Though it is central to the problems of 
modern religion, space forbids a review of 
the development of the modern analysis of 
religion on its scholarly and scientific side. 
I shall confine myself to some brief com- 
ments on directions of development within 
Protestant theology. In many respects 
Schliermacher is the key figure in early 19th 
century theology who saw the deeper impli- 
cations of the Kantian breakthrough. The 
development of "liberal theology" in the 
later 19th century, partly on the basis of 
Schliermacher's beginnings, tended to fall 
back into Kant's overly rational limitations. 
Against this, Barth's reassertion of the 
power of the traditional symbolism was 
bound to produce a vigorous response, but 
unfortunately, due to Barth's own profound 
ambiguity on the ultimate status of dogma, 
the consequences were in part simply a re- 
gressive reassertion of the adequacy of the 
early modern theological formulation. By 
the middle of the 20th century, however, 
the deeper implications of Schliermacher's 
attempt were being developed in various 
ways by such diverse figures as Tillich, 
Bultmann and Bonhoeffer.39 Tillich's asser- 
tion of "ecstatic naturalism," Bultmann's 
program of "demythologization" and Bon- 
hoeffer's search for a "religionless Christian- 
ity," though they cannot be simply equated 
with each other are efforts to come to terms 
with the modern situation. Even on the 
Catholic side the situation is beginning to 
be recognized. 

Interestingly enough, indications of the 
same general search for an entirely new 
mode of religious symbolization, though 
mostly confined to the Protestant West, 
also appear in that most developed of the 
non-Western countries, Japan. Uchimura 
Kanz6's non-church Christianity was a rela- 
tively early indication of a search for new 
directions and is being developed even fur- 
ther today. Even more interesting perhaps 
is the emergence of a similar development 
out of the Jodo Shinshfi tradition, at least 

39 Paul Tillich) The Courage to Be, New Haven: 

Yale, 1952; Karl Jaspers and Rudolf Bultmann, 
Myth and Christianity, New York: Noonday, 
1958; Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from 

Prison, London: SCM Press, 1954. Numerous other 

works of these three theologians could be cited. 
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in the person of Ienaga Saburo.40 This ex- 
ample indeed suggests that highly "modern" 
implications exist in more than one strand 
of Mahayana Buddhism and perhaps sev- 
eral of the other great traditions as well. 
Although in my opinion these implications 
were never developed sufficiently to dom- 
inate a historical epoch as they did in the 
West in the last two centuries, they may 
well prove decisive in the future of these 
religions. 

So far what I have been saying applies 
mainly to intellectuals, but at least some 
evidence indicates that changes are also oc- 
curring at the level of mass religiosity.4' Be- 
hind the 96 per cent of Americans who 
claim to believe in God 42 there are many 
instances of a massive reinterpretation that 
leaves Tillich, Bultmann and Bonhoeffer far 
behind. In fact, for many churchgoers the 
obligation of doctrinal orthodoxy sits lightly 
indeed, and the idea that all creedal state- 
ments must receive a personal reinterpreta- 
tion is widely accepted. The dualistic world 
view certainly persists in the minds of many 
of the devout, but just as surely many others 
have developed elaborate and often psuedo- 
scientific rationalizations to bring their faith 
in its experienced validity into some kind of 
cognitive harmony with the 20th century 
world. The wave of popular response that 
some of the newer theology seems to be 
eliciting is another indication that not only 
the intellectuals find themselves in a new 
religious situation.43 

To concentrate on the church in a dis- 
cussion of the modern religious situation is 
already misleading, for it is precisely the 
characteristic of the new situation that the 
great problem of religion as I have defined 
it, the symbolization of man's relation to 
the ultimate conditions of his existence, is 
no longer the monopoly of any groups ex- 
plicitly labeled religious. However much the 
development of Western Christianity may 
have led up to and in a sense created the 
modern religious situation, it just as obvi- 
ously is no longer in control of it. Not only 
has any obligation of doctrinal orthodoxy 
been abandoned by the leading edge of mod- 
ern culture, but every fixed position has 
become open to question in the process of 
making sense out of man and his situation. 
This involves a profounder commitment to 
the process I have been calling religious 
symbolization than ever before. The his- 
toric religions discovered the self; the early 
modern religion found a doctrinal basis on 
which to accept the self in all its empirical 
ambiguity; modern religion is beginning to 
understand the laws of the self's own exist- 
ence and so to help man take responsibility 
for his own fate. 

This statement is not intended to imply 
a simple liberal optimism, for the modern 
analysis of man has also disclosed the depths 
of the limitations imposed by man's situ- 
ation. Nevertheless, the fundamental symbo- 
lization of modern man and his situation is 
that of a dynamic multi-dimensional self 
capable, within limits, of continual self- 
transformation and capable, again within 
limits, of remaking the world including the 
very symbolic forms with which he deals 
with it, even the forms that state the un- 
alterable conditions of his own existence. 
Such a statement should not be taken to 
mean that I expect, even less that I advo- 
cate, some ghastly religion of social science. 
Rather I expect traditional religious sym- 
bolism to be maintained and developed in 

40 Robert N. Bellah, "Ienaga Saburo and the 
Search for Meaning in Modern Japan," in Marius 
Jansen (ed.), Japanese Attitudes toward Modern- 
ization, Princeton: Princeton University Press, in 
press. 

41 There are a few scattered studies such as Gor- 
don Allport, James Gillespie and Jacqueline Young, 
"The Religion of the Post-War College Student," 
The Journal of Psychology, 25 (January, 1948), 
pp. 3-33, but the subject does not lend itself well 
to investigation via questionnaires and brief in- 
terviews. Richard V. McCann in his Harvard 
doctoral dissertation, "The Nature and Varieties 
of Religious Change," 1955, utilized a much subtler 
approach involving depth interviewing and dis- 
covered a great deal of innovative reinterpretation 
in people from all walks of life. Unfortunately lack 
of control of sampling makes it impossible to gen- 
eralize his results. 

42 Win Herberg, Protestant, Catholic, Jew, Gar- 
den City: Doubleday, 1955, p. 72. 

43 Bishop J. A. T. Robinson's, Honest to God, 

Philadelphia: Westminster, 1963, which states in 
straightforward language the positions of some of 
the recent Protestant theologians mentioned above, 
has sold (by November, 1963) over 300,000 copies 
in England and over 71,000 in the United States 
with another 50,000 on order, and this in the first 
few months after publication. (Reported in Chris- 
tianity and Crisis, 23 (November 11, 1963), p. 
201). 
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new directions, but with growing awareness 
that it is symbolism and that man in the 
last analysis is responsible for the choice 
of his symbolism. Naturally, continuation 
of the symbolization characteristic of earlier 
stages without any reinterpretation is to be 
expected among many in the modern world, 
just as it has occurred in every previous 
period. 

Religious action in the modern period is, 
I think, clearly a continuation of tendencies 
already evident in the early modern stage. 
Now less than ever can man's search for 
meaning be confined to the church. But with 
the collapse of a clearly defined doctrinal 
orthodoxy and a religiously supported ob- 
jective system of moral standards, religious 
action in the world becomes more demand- 
ing than ever. The search for adequate 
standards of action, which is at the same 
time a search for personal maturity and 
social relevance, is in itself the heart of the 
modern quest for salvation, if I may divest 
that word of its dualistic associations. How 
the specifically religious bodies are to adjust 
their time honored practices of worship and 
devotion to modern conditions is of grow- 
ing concern in religious circles. Such diverse 
movements as the liturgical revival, pastoral 
psychology and renewed emphasis on social 
action are all efforts to meet the present 
need. Few of these trends have gotten much 
beyond the experimental but we can expect 
the experiments to continue. 

In the modern situation as I have defined 
it, one might almost be tempted to see in 
Thomas Paine's "My mind is my church," 
or Thomas Jefferson's "I am a sect myself" 
the typical expression of religious organiza- 
tion in the near future. Nonetheless it seems 
unlikely that collective symbolization of 
the great inescapabilities of life will soon 
disappear. Of course the "free intellectual" 
will continue to exist as he has for millenia 
but such a solution can hardly be very gen- 
eral. Private voluntary religious association 
in the West achieved full legitimation for 
the first time in the early modern situation, 
but in the early stages especially, discipline 
and control within these groups was very 
intense. The tendency in more recent periods 
has been to continue the basic pattern but 
with a much more open and flexible pattern 
of membership. In accord with general trends 

I have already discussed, standards of doc- 
trinal orthodoxy and attempts to enforce 
moral purity have largely been dropped. 
The assumption in most of the major Pro- 
testant denominations is that the church 
member can be considered responsible for 
himself. This trend seems likely to con- 
tinue, with an increasingly fluid type of 
organization in which many special purpose 
sub-groups form and disband. Rather than 
interpreting these trends as significant of 
indifference and secularization, I see in them 
the increasing acceptance of the notion that 
each individual must work out his own 
ultimate solutions and that the most the 
church can do is provide him a favorable 
environment for doing so, without imposing 
on him a prefabricated set of answers.44 And 
it will be increasingly realized that answers 
to religious questions can validly be sought 
in various spheres of "secular" art and 
thought. 

Here I can only suggest what I take to 
be the main social implication of the modern 
religious situation. Early modern society, 
to a considerable degree under religious 
pressure, developed, as we have seen, the 
notion of a self-revising social system in 
the form of a democratic society. But at 
least in the early phase of that development 
social flexibility was balanced against doc- 
trinal (Protestant orthodoxy) and charac- 
terological (Puritan personality) rigidities. 
In a sense those rigidities were necessary 
to allow the flexibility to emerge in the so- 
cial system, but it is the chief characteristic 
of the more recent modern phase that cul- 
ture and personality themselves have come 
to be viewed as endlessly revisable. This has 
been characterized as a collapse of meaning 
and a failure of moral standards. No doubt 
the possibilities for pathological distortion 
in the modern situation are enormous. It 
remains to be seen whether the freedom 
modern society implies at the cultural and 
personality as well as the social level can be 
stably institutionalized in large-scale socie- 
ties. Yet the very situation that has been 
characterized as one of the collapse of mean- 
ing and the failure of moral standards can 

44 The great Protestant stress on thinking for 
oneself in matters of religion is documented in 
Gerhard Lenski, The Religious Factor, Garden City: 
Doubleday, 1961, pp. 270-273. 
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also, and I would argue more fruitfully, be 
viewed as one offering unprecedented oppor- 
tunities for creative innovation in every 
sphere of human action. 

CONCLUSION 

The schematic presentation of the stages 
of religious evolution just concluded is based 
on the proposition that at each stage the 
freedom of personality and society has in- 
creased relative to the environing conditions. 
Freedom has increased because at each suc- 
cessive stage the relation of man to the con- 
ditions of his existence has been conceived 
as more complex, more open and more sub- 
ject to change and development. The dis- 
tinction between conditions that are really 
ultimate and those that are alterable be- 
comes increasingly clear though never com- 
plete. Of course this scheme of religious 
evolution has implied at almost every point 
a general theory of social evolution, which 
has had to remain largely implicit. 

Let me suggest in closing, as a modest 
effort at empirical testing, how the evolu- 
tionary scheme may help to explain the 
facts of alternating world acceptance and 
rejection which were noted near the begin- 
ning of the paper. I have argued that the 
world acceptance of the primitive and 
archaic levels is largely to be explained as 
the only possible response to a reality that 
invades the self to such an extent that the 
symbolizations of self and world are only 
very partially separate. The great wave of 
world rejection of the historic religions I 
have interpreted as a major advance in 

what Lienhardt calls "the differentiation be- 
tween experience of the self and of the world 
which acts upon it." Only by withdrawing 
cathexis from the myriad objects of em- 
pirical reality could consciousness of a cen- 
tered self in relation to an encompassing 
reality emerge. Early modern religion made 
it possible to maintain the centered self 
without denying the multifold empirical 
reality and so made world rejection in the 
classical sense unnecessary. In the modern 
phase knowledge of the laws of the forma- 
tion of the self, as well as much more about 
the structure of the world, has opened up 
almost unlimited new directions of explora- 
tion and development. World rejection 
marks the beginning of a clear objectifica- 
tion of the social order and sharp criticism 
of it. In the earlier world-accepting phases 
religious conceptions and social order were 
so fused that it was almost impossible to 
criticize the latter from the point of view 
of the former. In the later phases the pos- 
sibility of remaking the world to conform 
to value demands has served in a very dif- 
ferent way to mute the extremes of world 
rejection. The world acceptance of the last 
two stages is shown in this analysis to have 
a profoundly different significance from that 
of the first two. 

Construction of a wide-ranging evolu- 
tionary scheme like the one presented in 
this paper is an extremely risky enterprise. 
Nevertheless such efforts are justifiable if, 
by throwing light on perplexing develop- 
mental problems they contribute to modern 
man's efforts at self interpretation. 
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